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	Why a new Glaucoma surgery text at this time? A review of currently available texts

	reveals a paucity of readily available information for the Glaucoma Specialist. Although

	there are some excellent surgical texts for general ophthalmologists, there are few indepth

	texts available to help the Glaucoma specialist deal with complications seen after adult

	glaucoma surgery.





	This book is divided into two sections. A “How to” section and a section on management

	of complications. Topics covered in the latter section include management of the

	postoperative eye with high intraocular pressure with deep chamber, the flat anterior

	chamber with high intraocular pressure and the flat chamber with low intraocular pressure.





	To aid learning surgery we have also included a surgical DVD. This DVD covers a number

	of important topics including Peng Khaw’s method of doing a trabeculectomy, how to

	insert an Ahmed valve and how to manage bleb problems. I am indebted to Professor

	Peng Khaw, Dr. Garry Condon and especially Dr. Wai-Ching Lam for their important contributions

	to the DVD. I would like to thank all the surgeons who gave their valuable time

	to the preparation of this book.





	This book contains an international approach to glaucoma surgery and the management

	of complications. I make no apology for extensively utilizing Canadian expertise.





	My Canadian colleagues are expert in dealing with complications and as a result they

	have made substantial contributions to this new surgical text.





	I sincerely hope this text will help practicing glaucoma specialists decide on the

	most appropriate surgery for their patients and help surgeons deal rationally with complications

	seen postoperatively in the adult eye.
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Engineering Wireless-Based Software Systems And ApplicationsArtech House Publishers, 2006
This comprehensive resource offers professionals detailed guidance on the engineering aspects of building software for wireless communications. From design and architecture to security and testing, the book shows how to overcome every engineering challenge encountered in successfully developing wireless software. Filled with open-source code...
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Optical Coherence Tomography of Ocular DiseasesSlack Incorporated, 2004

	Optical Coherence Tomography of Ocular Diseases, Second Edition is a completely revised and updated version of this classic text. Incorporated within over 700 pages are a multitude of updated features unique to this edition including over 1,600 color images, state-of-the-art technology, and case presentations. These elements...
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Computational Geometry and Computer Graphics in C++Prentice Hall, 1995

	Our principal objective in this book is to describe some basic problems that arise in computer graphics and computational geometry and to present some practical and relatively simple methods for solving them. In these pages we will not attempt a comprehensive survey of these fields. Rather, we will cover a number of core problems and...
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Grouped: How small groups of friends are the key to influence on the social web (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	The web is undergoing a fundamental change. It is moving away from its current structure of documents and pages linked together, and towards a new structure that is built around people. This is a profound change that will affect how we create business strategy, design, marketing, and advertising. The reason for this shift is simple. For tens...
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Java Media APIs: Cross-Platform Imaging, Media and VisualizationSams Publishing, 2002
Java Media APIs: Cross-Platform Imaging, Media, and Visualization presents integrated Java media solutions that demonstrate the best practices for using this diverse collection. According to Sun MicroSystems, "This set of APIs supports the integration of audio and video clips, animated presentations, 2D fonts, graphics, and images, as well as...
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Advances in Swarm Intelligence: First International Conference, ICSI 2010, BeijingSpringer, 2010

	This book and its companion volume, LNCS vols. 6145 and 6146, constitute the
	proceedings of the International Conference on Swarm Intelligence (ICSI 2010)
	held in Beijing, the capital of China, during June 12-15, 2010. ICSI 2010 was
	the first gathering in the world for researchers working on all aspects of swarm
	intelligence, and...
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